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Toward a radical theory of civil disobedience 

0Â�ʪ�¯ó¯¼��¯ÜÈ���¯�Â��ʌ����¯ÜÕçã��È¨��ÈÂ��ÕãÜʫ�ʞɸɶɸɹʟʍ���Ø��Ø��Nascimento de Lima 
makes  a compelling contribution to the radical democratic approach to civil disobedience 
�ö�Á�ÕÕ¯Â©�ʪÜ�¼��ã¯ó���ÕÕØÈÕØ¯�ã¯ÈÂÜʫ�È¨�ã���ÈÂ��Õãʒ1 Telling a genealogical story of these 
appropriations that spans the supposed origin of civil disobedience in the work of Henry 
David Thoreau to its embrace by American philosophers in the 1960s and 1970s, 
Nascimento de Lima highlights the reoccurring domestication of the concept and seeks to 
reclaim a more radical understanding of it, one capable of making sense of contemporary 
forms of radical politics. 

While debates in political theory can be marked by acrimony, my reply to 
Nascimento de Lima is not intended in that vein. Rather, my aim is to contribute to the 
ongoing debate around radical civil disobedience. Through critical engagement with 
C�Ü�¯Á�ÂãÈ����=¯Á�ʭÜ�Õ�Õ�Øʍ� 0�ÜÈô�ã�ã�Ø��¯��¼��ãã�ÁÕãÜ�ãÈ�Èó�ØãçØÂ�ã��©�Â��¼È©¯��¼�
narrative of civil disobedience offered by liberal theorists continue to adopt reductive 
tendencies that erase the complex political resources within the tradition of civil 
disobedience. Doing so, such radical readings of civil disobedience unquestioningly accept 
the tendency within the romanticized liberal narrative of civil disobedience of thinking 
about its theorists as either radical or non-radical instead of opposing not only its 
conclusions but also the reductive way it distorts the complex history of such figures and 
their theorizing. 

 

Thoreau and the genealogies of civil disobedience 

As Nascimento de Lima notes, the concept of civil disobedience has been 
retrospectively attributed to Thoreau, though he never used it in his writings. In fact, the 
ó�Øö��ÜÜ�ö�ô��¹ÂÈô�ãÈ��ö��Ü�ʪ�¯ó¯¼��¯ÜÈ���¯�Â��ʫ�ô�Ü�ÈØ¯©¯Â�¼¼ö�Â�Á���ʪY�Ü¯Üã�Â���ãÈ�
�¯ó¯¼�*Èó�ØÂÁ�Âãʍʫ���Â�Á��ã�ã�ô�Ü�¯ÜãÈrically seen as too radical. Placing Thoreau at the 
beginning of the history of the concept of civil disobedience is therefore a historiographical 
and methodological choice ʡ one that Nascimento de Lima adopts despite her critical view 
of the editorial process by which the title of the essay was posthumously modified and 
new material was added to it (39). But if Thoreau did not coin the concept of civil 
disobedience, why does Nascimento de Lima start here, especially when she writes that, 
ʪ0ã� ¯Ü� ô�¼¼� ¹ÂÈôÂ� ã�ãʍ� ��ÜÕ¯ã�� ã�� ¨��ã� ã�ã� ã�� ¯���� ��¯Â�� ã�� �õÕØ�ÜÜ¯ÈÂ� ʬ�¯ó¯¼�
�¯ÜÈ���¯�Â��ʭ� ô�Ü� �Ø��ã��� �ö� dÈØ��çʍ� ¯ãÜ� ã�ÈØ�ã¯��¼� �ÕÕØÈ��� ô�Ü� ��¨¯Â��� �Â��
�Üã��¼¯Ü����ö�9ÈÂ�Y�ô¼Ü�¯Â�ɷɿɽɷʫ�ʞɺɺʟʓ� 

I claim it is necessary to complicate the idea that Thoreau is the creator of the idea 
of civil disobedience.2 0¨�ô��ã�¹��C�Ü�¯Á�ÂãÈ����=¯Á�ʭÜ�©�Â��¼È©¯��¼��ÕÕØÈ���Ü�Ø¯ÈçÜ¼öʍ�

 
1 Robin Celikates is today the main representative of this approach. See CELIKATES, Radical 

Democratic Disobedience. 
2 Concerning the same passage, one might ask whether it is historically accurate to characterize 

John Rawls and A Theory of Justice (1971) as offering the first theoretical account of civil 
disobedience. Multiple activists and theorists, from Bertrand Russell to Gene Sharp and Hugo 
Bedau, advanced theories of civil disobedience between 1866 and 1971 that were, in their 
¯ÜãÈØ¯��¼��ÈÂã�õãÜʍ��ã�¼��Üã��Ü�¯Â¨¼ç�Âã¯�¼��Ü�Y�ô¼ÜʭÜʒ 
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¯ã� ¯Ü� ÈÂ¼ö� ¨ØÈÁ� �Â� �Â��ØÈÂ¯Üã� ÕÈ¯Âã� È¨� ó¯�ô� ã�ã� ô�� ��Â� �Ø©ç�� ã�ã� ã�� ʪ¯���� È¨� �¯ó¯¼�
disobedience gained relevance in 1849 when Henry David Thoreau, criticizing the war 
against Mexico and demonstrating his anti-slavery sentiment, wrote his famous essay, 
commonly known as Civil Disobedienceʫ�ʞɹɿʟʒ�dÈØ��ç��¯��ÂÈã�çÜ��ã���ÈÂ��Õã� ¯Â�ɷɾɺɿʍ�
and the concept was seemingly not in use then. Thus, the idea t�ã� ¨ØÈÁ�ʪ�� ã�ÈØ�ã¯��¼�
ÕÈ¯Âã�È¨�ó¯�ôʍ��¯ó¯¼��¯ÜÈ���¯�Â���¯Ü���¨¯Â����Ü�Üç����Ü���ÈÂ�ã��¨¯©çØ��È¨�dÈØ��çʫ�ʞɹɿʟ�¯Ü�
also, genealogically speaking, an idea to be problematized, especially when we take into 
consideration the long history of debates, from Gandhi3 to Hannah Arendt4 and John 
Rawls,5 about whether Thoreau was truly a civil disobedient, as well as alternative 
genealogies of civil disobedience that choose to include earlier historical figures such as 
Socrates.6 �Ü� C�Ü�¯Á�ÂãÈ� ��� =¯Á�� Ø¯©ã¼ö� �Ø©ç�Ü� ¯Â� ã¯Ü� Ø�©�Ø�ʍ� ʪã�� �ÈÂ��Õã� È¨� �¯ó¯¼�
�¯ÜÈ���¯�Â����Ü����Â��Â��Üã¯¼¼� ¯Ü� ¯Â��ÈÂÜã�Âã��¯ÜÕçã�ʫ�ʞɺɹʟʒ��çã�ã¯Ü��¯ÜÕçã�� ¯Ü�ÂÈã�ÈÂ¼ö�
about the meaning of civil disobedience. It is also about its chronology. To question the 
Ø�ó¯Ü¯ÈÂ� È¨� dÈØ��çʭÜ� �ÈÂ��Õãç�¼¯ú�ã¯ÈÂ� È¨� �¯ó¯¼� �¯ÜÈ���¯�Â��� �ö� ¼�ã�Ø� ã�ÈØ¯ÜãÜʍ� �Ü�
Nascimento de Lima does, brings one aspect of these contestations to light while leaving 
the multiple rewritings of the chronology of the concept genealogically unquestioned. 

 

Another radicalism 

���ÈÂÜ¯��Ø��¼��Õ�Øã�È¨�C�Ü�¯Á�ÂãÈ����=¯Á�ʭÜ��Ø©çÁ�Âã� Ø�¼¯�Ü� ¯Â� ã¯Ü� Ø�©�Ø��ÈÂ�
YçÜÜ�¼¼�=ʒ�.�ÂÜÈÂʭÜ�¯Âã�ØÕØ�ã�ã¯ÈÂ�È¨�ã��Ø���Õã¯ÈÂ�È¨�dÈØ��çʭÜ��ÜÜ�öʒ7 For both Hanson 
�Â��C�Ü�¯Á�ÂãÈ����=¯Á�ʍ�Ü�¼��ã¯ó���ÕÕØÈÕØ¯�ã¯ÈÂÜ��ó��Ü�Øó���ʪãhe purpose of diminishing 
the radicalism present in the original text written by Thoreau, especially concerning the 
Á�ãã�Ø�È¨�ó¯È¼�Â��ʫ� ʞɹɾʟʒ� 0Â� ã¯Ü� Ø�©�Ø�ʍ�C�Ü�¯Á�ÂãÈ����=¯Á��Ü��ÁÜ�ãÈ� ¨¯Â�� ¯Â�*�Â�¯ʭÜ�
Ü�¼��ã¯ó���ÕÕØÈÕØ¯�ã¯ÈÂ�È¨�dÈØ��çʭÜ��ÜÜ�ö���¨çÂ��Á�Âtally less radical conception of civil 
�¯ÜÈ���¯�Â�������çÜ��È¨�*�Â�¯ʭÜ��ÁÕ�Ü¯Ü�ÈÂ�ÂÈÂó¯È¼�Â����Â��Õ����¨ç¼�Ø�Ü¯Üã�Â��ʒ8 In 
doing so, Nascimento de Lima not only seems to assume that nonviolence is not or cannot 
be radical. She also fails to acknowledge ã�� ÁÈØ�� Ø��¯��¼� �ÜÕ��ãÜ� È¨� *�Â�¯ʭÜ�
¯Âã�ØÕØ�ã�ã¯ÈÂ�È¨�dÈØ��çʭÜ��ÜÜ�öʒ 

�çØ¯Â©� ã�� ɷɿɹɶÜʍ� *�Â�¯� ¯��Âã¯¨¯��� ¯Â� dÈØ��çʭÜ� ôÈØ¹� �� Õ¼��� ¨ÈØ� �� Üã�ã�¼�ÜÜʍ�
anarchist society. As he wrote in a 1931 article, 

 
To me political power is not an end but one of the means of enabling people to better 
their condition in every department of life. Political power means capacity to regulate 
national life through national representatives. If national life becomes so perfect as to 
become self-regulated, no representation is necessary. There is then a state of 
enlightened anarchy. In such a state everyone is his own ruler. He rules himself in 
such a manner that he is never a hindrance to his neighbour. In the ideal state 
therefore there is no political power because there is no State. But the ideal is never 

 
3 ]���ã��]��ã¯ÈÂ�ʪAnother Radicalismʫ�È¨�ã¯Ü�Ø�Õ¼öʒ 
4 See ARENDT, On Civil Disobedience. 
5 See RAWLS, A Theory of Justice. 
6 See LIVINGSTON, Fidelity to Truth. 
7 HANSON, The Domestication of Henry David Thoreau. 
8 0Â� C�Ü�¯Á�ÂãÈ� ��� =¯Á�ʭÜ� �ÕÕØÈ��ʍ� Õ����¨ç¼� �Â�� ÂÈÂó¯È¼�Âã� ���ó¯ÈØ� �Ø�� ÂÈã� sine qua non 

conditions to characterize an act as an act of civil disobedience. Her radical approach opens the 
�ÈÈØ�¨ÈØ�ÁÈØ��ʪ�©©Ø�ÜÜ¯ó��ã��ã¯�Üʫ�ʞɺɺʟʒ 
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fully realized in life. Hence the classical statement of Thoreau that Government is best 
which governs the least.9 

 
d���ÈÂ��Õã�È¨��Â�ʪ�Â¼¯©ã�Â����Â�Ø�öʫ�Ü�Øó���¯Â�ã¯Ü�context as a regulative idea 

¯Â�*�Â�¯ʭÜ�ÕÈ¼¯ã¯��¼�ÕØÈ¸��ã�¨ÈØ�ÕÈÜã�È¼ÈÂ¯�¼�0Â�¯�ʒ��Ü���Üã�ã���¯Â���ɷɿɹɺ�¯Âã�Øó¯�ô�ô¯ã�
C¯ØÁ�¼�:çÁ�Ø��ÈÜ�ʍ�ʪʜãʝ��Üã�ã��Ø�ÕØ�Ü�ÂãÜ�ó¯È¼�Â���¯Â��ÈÂ��ÂãØ�ã����Â��ÈØ©�Â¯ú���¨ÈØÁʫ�
�Â�� �Èç¼�� ʪÂ�ó�Ø� ���ô��Â��� ¨ØÈÁ� ó¯È¼�Â��� ãÈ�ô¯�� ¯ã� Èô�Ü� ¯ãÜ� ó�Øö� �õ¯Üã�Â��ʒʫ10 His 
thoughts on a post-imperial India had as an ideal a federal polity whose fundamental 
ÕØ¯Â�¯Õ¼��È¨�©Èó�ØÂ�Â���ôÈç¼�����ã��ʪÜ�¼¨-ÈØ©�Â¯ú¯Â©���Õ��¯ãö�È¨�ã��0Â�¯�Â�ó¯¼¼�©�ʫ11 and 
whose main social unit would be the indiv¯�ç�¼ʌ���ʪ����ÂãØ�¼¯ú���Õ��Ü�Âã���ÁÈ�Ø��öʍʫ�¯Â�
the words of Karuna Mantena.12 Swaraj ʡ independence as self-rule ʡ was, for Gandhi, 
inseparable from the collective construction of a nonviolent polity whose organization 
sought to avoid the reproduction of statist, imperial violence.  

*�Â�¯ʭÜ��Ø¯ã¯×ç��È¨�ã��Üã�ã��ʡ �Ø©ç��¼ö�ÁÈØ��Ø��¯��¼�ã�Â�dÈØ��çʭÜ��Ø¯ã¯×ç��È¨�
government13 ʡ was therefore fundamental to his doctrine of nonviolence, not simply 
complementary to it.14 *�Â�¯ʭÜ�ÕÈ¼¯ã¯��¼�ã�ÈØö���ÂÂÈã����Ü�Õarated in this regard from 
his critique of the liberal conception of politics, which relies on the state monopoly of 
violence and the reproduction of fear.15 His understanding of civil disobedience is therefore 
ultimately resistant to, and even in contradiction with, the effort of retranslating it as a 
duty to improve the state.16 After all, according to Gandhi one cannot live nonviolently in a 
state, so civil disobedience must require its abolition. Such a position seems far from a 
domestication of civil disobedience and should lead us to question any exclusion of Gandhi 
from radical understandings of civil disobedience. 

 

.LQJpV�OLEHUDOLVP 

ʪd¯Ü�Õ�Õ�Ø��¯ÁÜ�ãÈ���ÁÈÂÜãØ�ã��ã�ã�ã���ÈÂ��Õã�È¨��¯ó¯¼��¯ÜÈ���¯�Â����Ü����Â�
�Â��Üã¯¼¼�¯Ü�¯Â��ÈÂÜã�Âã��¯ÜÕçã�ʍʫ�ôØ¯ães Nascimento de Lima (43), yet she not only sheds 
light on such historical dispute but also suggests there is something inherently 
problematic about historical efforts to deradicalize civil disobedience. To advance her 
radical position, Nascimento de Lima relies on a genealogy of civil disobedience that turns 
out to be very similar to those orienting most liberal accounts of social protest. For 
Nascimento de Lima, the civil rights movement was a fundamentally reformist movement 
ã�ã� ʪ�¯Á��� ãÈ� ��Â©�� ã�� ¼�w hoping that such transformation would substantially 
�¯Á¯Â¯Ü�ã���¨¨��ãÜ�È¨��¯Ü�Ø¯Á¯Â�ã¯ÈÂ��Â���Â��Ü�©Ø�©�ã¯ÈÂʍʫ�ô�Ø��Ü�ã��BÈó�Á�Âã�¨ÈØ�
�¼��¹�=¯ó�Ü� ¯Â�ÈçØ��ÈÂã�ÁÕÈØ�Øö�ÁÈÁ�Âã�ʪ�¯ÁÜ�ãÈ��Ø��¯��ã��Ø��¯ÜÁ��Â���¯Ü�Ø¯Á¯Â�ã¯ÈÂ�
beyond the juridical realm, recognizing that both law and state are embedded in structural 

 
9 GANDHI, Power Not an End (Young India, 2-7-1931), p. 4. 
10 GANDHI, Interview to Nirmal Kumar Bose (9/10-11-1934), p. 318. 
11 MANTENA, IÂ�*�Â�¯ʭÜ�Critique of the State, pp. 536, 537. 
12 MANTENA, IÂ�*�Â�¯ʭÜ��Ø¯ã¯×ç��È¨�ã��]ã�ã�, pp. 535-36. 
13 Nascimento de Lima does not clarify throughout the essay what is radical about radical civil 

disobedience, although as I previously noted, radicality and violence seem to be conceptualized 
in tandem in her approach. 

14 MANTENA, IÂ�*�Â�¯ʭÜ��Ø¯ã¯×ç��È¨�ã��]ã�ã�, pp. 560-61. 
15 See MEHTA, Gandhi on Democracy, Politics, and the Ethics of Everyday Life. 
16 See LIVINGSTON, Fidelity to Truth. 
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Ø��¯ÜÁʫ�ʞɺɺʟʒ�.Èô�ó�Øʍ�Ø���Âã�¯ÜãÈØ¯��¼����ÈçÂãÜ�È¨�ã���¯ó¯¼�Ø¯©ãÜ�ÁÈó�Á�Âã17 tell a more 
Ø��¯��¼�ÜãÈØöʍ�ÈÂ��ã�ã��ÈÁÕ¼¯��ã�Ü�C�Ü�¯Á�ÂãÈ����=¯Á�ʭÜ�Ü��Á¯Â©¼ö clear-cut distinction 
between legal r�¨ÈØÁ¯ÜÁ��Â����Ø��¯��¼�ÜãØç©©¼���©�¯ÂÜã�ÜãØç�ãçØ�¼�Ø��¯ÜÁʒ��¨ã�Ø��¼¼ʍ�¯ÜÂʭã�
ã¯Ü� �¯Üã¯Â�ã¯ÈÂ� ¯ãÜ�¼¨� �� ¨��ãçØ�� È¨� ã�� ʪØÈÁ�Âã¯�� ¯ÜãÈØ¯��¼� Â�ØØ�ã¯ó�� È¨� ã�� �¯ó¯¼� Ø¯©ãÜ�
ÁÈó�Á�Âãʫ�ʞɺɻʟ�C�Ü�¯Á�ÂãÈ����=¯Á��Ø�¸��ãÜʓ18  

Maintaining the distinction between radical and domesticated conceptions of civil 
disobedience not only leads Nascimento de Lima to overlook the more radical elements 
È¨�*�Â�¯ʭÜ� ã¯Â¹¯Â©ʒ� 0ã� �¼ÜÈ� Ø¯Ü¹Ü� ¼ÈÜ¯Â©� Ü¯©ã� È¨� ã�� Ø��¯��¼¯ãö� È¨�:¯Â©ʒ� d�ã� ¯Üʍ� ��ÜÕ¯ã��
recent radical readings of King, which share in emphasizing the distortions caused by 
liberal appropriations of his political thought and activism,19 King is made into a liberal in 
C�Ü�¯Á�ÂãÈ����=¯Á�ʭÜ����ÈçÂã�ô�Â�Ü��ôØ¯ã�Ü�ã�ã� ¯ã� ¯Ü�ʪÁ�¯Â¼ö� ¯Â�ã��ã�ÈØ�ã¯��¼��Â��
ÕØ��ã¯��¼���¯�ó�Á�ÂãÜ�È¨�B�Øã¯Â�=çã�Ø�:¯Â©�9Øʒʫ�ã�ã�ô����Â�¨¯Â��ã��ʪØÈÈãÜʫ�È¨�ã��¼¯��Ø�¼�
model of civil disobedience (45). Here we a©�¯Â� Ü��� ã�ã� C�Ü�¯Á�ÂãÈ� ��� =¯Á�ʭÜ�ôÈØ¹�
reproduces a familiar tendency in critics of liberal civil disobedience who uncritically 
adopt liberal genealogies of the civil rights movement to point toward more radical forms 
of social protest.20 But King is a more complicated and compelling figure. He cannot be 
reduced to the romantic narrative of the civil rights movement Nascimento de Lima 
Ø���Õ¯ãç¼�ã�Üʍ�ÈÂ��ã�ã��¼�¯ÁÜ�ã�ã�ʪã���¯ó¯¼�Ø¯©ãÜ�ÁÈó�Á�Âã�ÈÕ���ãÈ���Â©��ã��¼�ô��Â��
to convince others (particularly moderate whites and figures of authority) of the injustices 
of racism presented in some ¼�ôÜʍ� ÕÈ¼¯�¯�Üʍ� �Â�� ���¯Ü¯ÈÂÜʫ� ô�Ø�� ã¯Ü� ¯Ü� Ü¯ÁÕ¼ö� ʪ��
Õ�Øã¯Â�Âã�Ü�ã�È¨�¼¯��Ø�¼�©È�¼Ü�¯Â��Â��¼¼�©��¼ö�ʬÂ��Ø¼ö�¸çÜã�ÜÈ�¯�ãöʭ�ã�ã�ÈÂ¼ö�Â���Ü�ÕçÂ�ãç�¼�
�ÈØØ��ã¯ó�Üʫ�ʞɻɹʟʒ21 For the problem with such a reading is that it participates in the liberal 
��Ü¯Ø��ãÈ�¨ÈØ©�ã�:¯Â©ʭÜ��Ø¯ã¯×ç�Ü�È¨���Õ¯ã�¼¯ÜÁʍ�¯ÁÕ�Ø¯�¼¯ÜÁʍ��Â��Á¯¼¯ã�Ø¯ÜÁʍ��Â�����¨�ÂÜ�çÜ�
ãÈ�ô�ã��ÈØÂ�¼¼�w�Üã��Ü���¼¼���ʪã��Ø��¯��¼�:¯Â©ʒʫ22 

0Â�C�Ü�¯Á�ÂãÈ� ���=¯Á�ʭÜ����ÈçÂã, civil disobedience from Thoreau onward has 
been a history of constant deradicalization to which radical democrats must offer a more 
contemporary antidote. But this participates in the very distortions of the activism of the 
past Nascimento de Lima wishes to criticize and impedes our ability to consider the more 
complicated ways such activism has influenced and may continue to influence radical 
¨ÈØÁÜ�È¨���ã¯ó¯ÜÁ�¯Â�ã��ÕØ�Ü�Âãʒ����ÈØ�¯Â©�ãÈ�C�Ü�¯Á�ÂãÈ����=¯Á�ʭÜ�©�Â��¼È©öʍ�*�Â�¯ʍ�
King, and American liberal philosophers all defend a fundamentally nonradical conception 
of civil disobedience. But if this is true, then it oddly seems that each of these figures is 
�Â©�©��� ¯Â� �� ÕØÈ��ÜÜ� Ü�� Ø�¨�ØÜ� ãÈ� �Ü� ʪ�È¼ÈÂ¯ú�ã¯ÈÂʫ� ʞɹɾʍ� ɻɼʍ� �Â�� ɻɾʟʒ� d¯Ü� �çØ¯ÈçÜ�
attribution of colonization to such figures as Gandhi and King is partially the result of 
C�Ü�¯Á�ÂãÈ����=¯Á�ʭÜ�Ü�¼��ã¯ó��Ø���¯Â©�È¨�ã�Á��Â��Õ�Øã¼ö�ã��Ø�Üç¼ã�È¨��Ø�¯ÁÕØ��¯Ü��çÜ��
È¨� ã�� ã�ØÁ� ʪ�È¼ÈÂ¯ú�ã¯ÈÂʒʫ�.�Ø��©Ø��ã�Ø��¼�Ø¯¨¯��ã¯ÈÂ�È¨� ã��çÜ��È¨�ã�ØÁ to describe the 

 
17 See THEOHARIS, A More Beautiful and Terrible History; PINEDA, Seeing Like an Activist. 
18 About the idea of romanticized histories and historiographies of the civil rights movement, see 

TERRY, Rawls, Race, and Romance. 
19 See PINEDA, Martin Luther King, Jr. and the Politics of Disobedient Civility and Seeing Like an 

Activism; LIVINGSTON, Power for the Powerless. 
20 See, for example, HARCOURT, Political Disobedience. 
21 Nascimento de Lima fundamentally departs in this regard from Pineda (Seeing Like an Activist), 

whose historical and theoretical work she nevertheless acknowledges (44) and mobilizes (52-
ɻɹʟ�¯Â�ã���Øã¯�¼�ʒ�d�Ø��¯Üʍ�ÁÈØ�Èó�Øʍ���ã�Â��Â�ö�¯Â�ã���Øã¯�¼��ãÈ�¯��Âã¯¨ö�:¯Â©ʭÜ��ÈÂ��Õã¯ÈÂ�È¨��¯ó¯¼�
disobedience with the predominant one in the civil rights movement, which, as the work of Pineda 
(Seeing Like an Activist) shows, was not, or not always, the case. 

22 KING JR.; WEST, The Radical King. 
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liberal domestication of civil disobedience might have been offered. What is colonial or 
colonizing ��Èçã� Y�ô¼ÜʭÜʍ� .ç©È� ����çʭÜʍ� ÈØ� B¯���¼� w�¼ú�ØʭÜ theories of civil 
disobedience? If we strictly follow the radical genealogy proposed in the article, both 
Gandhi and King also seem to offer colonial accounts of civil disobedience. Are all these 
figures really engaging in a similar process we might name ʪ�È¼ÈÂ¯ú�ã¯ÈÂʍʫ�Èô�ó�Øʓ�IØ�
does grouping them together continue to distort the more complicated stories of Gandhi 
and King, two figures for whom civil disobedience was a radical form of decolonizing 
praxis, one born in anti-colonial movements in Africa and Asia?23 

 

What is radical about civil disobedience? 

The genealogical approach I delineated in the previous three sections points 
toward a more radical history of civil disobedience. To be sure, radical democrats may 
have good reasons to move beyond Gandhi, King, and the so-called liberal tradition. But 
many radical approaches today continue to problematically theorize a radical way forward 
while uncritically accepting distortions within liberal genealogies of civil disobedience. As 
Livingston argues, since Gandhi genealogy-making has been a key feature of the civil 
disobedience tradition.24 Having in view the persistence of liberal attempts to domesticate 
civil disobedience and our political imagination, we must remain vigilant and avoid 
continuing to imagine like liberals when we aim to think like radicals. 

 

  

 
23 PINEDA, Beyond (and Before) the Transnational Turn and Seeing Like an Activist. 
24 LIVINGSTON, Fidelity to Truth. 
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